You are coming from PARIS/CAEN/RENNES

- Drive up to Rennes
- On the ring-road (speed limit 70 km/h), follow the direction to Vannes /Lorient which drives you
to RN 24.
- About 50 km after Rennes, leave the main road and follow VANNES.
- Reaching Vannes, keep on going on the express road to LORIENT.
- After about 30 km, take the exit n°36 for BELZ/ LOCOAL MENDON
- Drive up to the small town of Locoal-Mendon (3km) and pass through it.
- At the end of the small town, there is a minimarket (8 à 8) and a bakery : follow the road which
goes in-between for the direction to "Presqu' île de Locoal".
- Drive straight on to the village for 3 km.
- Arriving in Locoal on the square with a church and a pancake house (creperie), go to the right
following "Peninès, Pointe du Listrec" - There is our street (Rue Hermely).
- We are located at n°9, 100 m on the left, the white house (30's) with a blue door, situated on the
corner with the dead end leading the sea shore.
- The parking place in front of the garage is yours.

You are coming from BORDEAUX/ANGERS/NANTES
- Drive up to Nantes
- On the ring-road follow the direction to Vannes /Lorient (do not follow Rennes).
- On this express way, drive to Vannes, then Auray keeping on the express way.
- After about 30 km, take the exit n°36 for BELZ/ LOCOAL MENDON
- Drive up to the small town of Locoal-Mendon (3km) and pass through it.
- At the end of the small town, there is a minimarket (8 à 8) and a bakery : follow the road which
goes in-between for the direction to "Presqu' île de Locoal".
- Drive straight on to the village for 3 km.
- Arriving in Locoal on the square with a church and a pancake house (creperie), go to the right
following "Peninès, Pointe du Listrec" - There is our street (Rue Hermely).
- We are located at n°9, 100 m on the left, the white house (30's) with a blue door, situated on the
corner with the dead end leading the sea shore.
- The parking place in front of the garage is yours.

You are coming from BREST/QUIMPER
- Drive on the express way and go towards Vannes.
- After about 30 km, take the exit n°36 for BELZ/ LOCOAL MENDON
- Drive up to the small town of Locoal-Mendon (3km) and pass through it.
- At the end of the small town, there is a minimarket (8 à 8) and a bakery : follow the road which
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goes in-between for the direction to "Presqu' île de Locoal".
- Drive straight on to the village for 3 km.
- Arriving in Locoal on the square with a church and a pancake house (creperie), go to the right
following "Peninès, Pointe du Listrec" - There is our street (Rue Hermely).
- We are located at n°9, 100 m on the left, the white house (30's) with a blue door, situated on the
corner with the dead end leading the sea shore.
- The parking place in front of the garage is yours.

Distances to La Maison de la Ria from :
- Paris centre : 495 Km
- Caen : 330 km
- Rennes : 145 km
- Bordeaux : 495 km
- Nantes : 145 km
- Brest : 160 km

*
La maison de la Ria - 9, rue Hermely - 56550 Locoal Mendon
Claire & Reno MARCA
0033 (0)2 97 24 37 45 - contact@lamaisondelaria.fr
www.lamaisondelaria.fr
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